
BenQ DuoBoard 
for Whiteboarding
BenQ’s new DuoBoard is enhanced by incorporating the 
advanced P-cap (Projected Capacitive) touch technology 
for accurate, precise touch responses on the screen for 
realistic handwriting. The EZWrite software takes it a step 
further, allowing for simultaneous collaboration and hand-
writing recognition.

DuoBoard
CP6501K Viewsonic IFP70 CleverTouch Pro 

Series Avocor F50

Panel Size 65” 65” 65” 65”

MSRP $6,999 $6,299 $6,999 $6,999

Operating System Android/OPS* Android/OPS* Android/OPS* Windows 10 
(OPS)*

Whiteboard Software EZWrite myViewBoard Whiteboard X

Touch Technology P-CAP x 20 pts P-CAP x 20 pts IR & EMR x 20 pts InGlass x 20 pts

Germ Resistant ✓ X X X

Account Management 
System (AMS) ✓ X ✓ X
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DuoBoard
By combining two DuoBoards together, users can extend their collaborations space, 
fostering teamwork and stimulating innovation.

OPS Module
The Optional Open Pluggable Specification offers the flexibility of supporting 
different videoconferencing solutions.

AMS System
DuoBoard supports multi-account management through NFC technology, which 
allows users to manage their personalized workspace without using a password.

Videoconferencing
Fully compatible with apps to make online meetings simple. With a one-click-to-
start interface, you can host a high quality video conference by connecting various 
devices.

Germ-Resistant Screen
Multilayer coating of non-toxic, long lasting ionic silver nano agent kills most bacte-
ria on contact, effectively blocking the spread of germs.

Flexible Annotation
EZWrite 5 streamlines discussions by letting users share notes and ideas from 
anywhere.

BenQ 
DuoBoard
• 65” and 86”
• 4K UHD display
• P-CAP 20 touch points
• Android 8.0
• EZWrite 5.0
• 320/350 nits brightness
• 18 hours/7 days operation
• Germ-Resistant Screen
• Air Quality Sensor
• Smart Eye-Care Solution
• Integrated FHD camera and 
speakers
• Account Management Sys-
tem (AMS)
• Display Management System 
(DMS)
• Landscape/Portrait (86” 
Landscape only)
Optional OPS module

Included Accessories
• 2 Rechargable Touch Pens
• Wall Mount Kit
• Sensor Box
• Remote Control
• VGA Cable
• HDMI Cable
• Quick Start Guide
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